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Mean-Shi) Polsar Image Denoising with Posi6on Tensor
* Jean-Marie BEAULIEU1
1. Laval University (re1red professor), 301-3080 Antoine du Verdier, Quebec, QC, G1W4X9, Canada,
jean-marie.beaulieu@iK.ulaval.ca
Abstract
Modes of probability density func=on (pdf) could be used to deﬁne classes or clusters. The mean-shiE approach
uses a local es=ma=on of the pdf and moves every data points toward the modes. At a data point, we can es=mate
the local pdf by using a Gaussian kernel. The data point x is moved in the direc=on of higher density or in the
direc=on of gradient assent. For a point x, the mean m of surrounding points weighted by a Gaussian kernel is
calculated. The direc=on is given by the diﬀerence between x and m. An advantage of the mean-shiE technique is
that both radiometric (Dr) and spa=al (Ds) informa=on could be used in the weighted mean calcula=on. The spa=al
distance between pixels is used with a Gaussian weigh=ng func=on. All the useful informa=on is integrated into the
weight Wi,j between the window central pixel i and the neighbor pixel j. In a homogeneous area, mul=-look PolSAR
covariance or coherency pixel values Zi could be viewed as draw from a Wishart distributed popula=on. The
likelihood ra=o sta=s=c is generally used to evaluate if two pixel values belong to the same popula=on. The log of
the likelihood ra=o is used to deﬁne the radiometric pixel distance Dr. New radiometric pixel value Zi is obtained
from the weighted mean of neighbor pixels Zj. At each itera=on, the image smoothing is improved. Contours are
well preserved because pixels on one side are dissimilar to pixels on the other side. To improve contour
preserva=on, we examine how other contextual informa=on can be integrated into the weight calcula=on.
Standard image ﬁltering uses only the pixel posi=on, Ds, to deﬁne the weight. The mean-shiE ﬁltering uses Dr and
Ds. The spa=al and radiometric dimensions are used to calculate the weights and both informa=on can be updated.
As the radiometric value, the pixel posi=on can be moved toward its window mean. Itera=vely moving the pixel
posi=ons will change the pixel distances and the weight values. The upda=ng of the pixel radiometric values Zi will
be aﬀected. The mean-shiE approach allows the integra=on of other features. We are par=cularly interested in
using the weights to deﬁne new aVributes. The mul=-look coherency or covariance matrix can be viewed as a
tensor value calculated from one-look backscaVer vectors. We propose to use the weight to deﬁne a spa=al 2x2
covariance matrix or tensor, Si. The tensor is the covariance matrix of the rela=ve pixel posi=on, pj=(x,y), calculated
over a window centered at pi with weight Wi,j. The tensor captures edge or orienta=on informa=on. For example,
for a pixel on a road, its neighbors that are similar and have a large weight value will be located along the road. If
the weights are considered, the neighbor dispersion will follow the orienta=on of the road. The tensor orienta=on
could now be used in the inter-pixel distance Ds with the use of the Mahalanobis measure. As the other data
dimensions, the spa=al tensor is also moved toward its mean.
Good results are obtained from a polarimetric SAR image of Mer Bleu area, near OVawa. We have important noise
reduc=on and smoothing inside ﬁelds, while edges and small targets are well preserved. We have more important
smoothing than the Lee Sigma ﬁlter. We get ﬁner grain and beVer detail resolu=on. Results for San Francisco and
Oberfaﬀenhofen images will also be presented.

